Abstract-The literature on skyline algorithms has so far dealt mainly with queries of static query points over static data sets. With the increasing number of mobile service applications and users, however, the need for continuous skyline query processing has become more pressing. A continuous skyline query involves not only static dimensions, but also the dynamic one. In this paper, we examine the spatiotemporal coherence of the problem and propose a continuous skyline query processing strategy for moving query points. First, we distinguish the data points that are permanently in the skyline and use them to derive a search bound. Second, we investigate the connection between the spatial positions of data points and their dominance relationship, which provides an indication of where to find changes in the skyline and how to maintain the skyline continuously. Based on the analysis, we propose a kinetic-based data structure and an efficient skyline query processing algorithm. We concisely analyze the space and time costs of the proposed method and conduct an extensive experiment to evaluate the method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on continuous skyline query processing.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH rapid advances in electronics miniaturization, wireless communication, and positioning technologies, the acquisition and transmission of spatiotemporal data using mobile devices are becoming pervasive. This fuels the demand for location-based services (LBS) [4] , [23] , [28] , [29] . A skyline query retrieves from a given data set a subset of interesting points that are not dominated by any other points [6] . Skyline queries are an important operator of LBS. For example, mobile users could be interested in restaurants that are near, reasonable in pricing, and provide good food, service, and view. Skyline query results are based on the current location of the user, which changes continuously as the user moves.
The existing work on skyline queries assumes a static setting, where the distances from the query point to the data points do not change. Using the common example in the literature shown in Fig. 1 , assume there is a set of hotels, and for each hotel, we have its distance to the beach (x axis) and its price (y axis). The interesting hotels are all the points not worse than any other point in both the distance to the beach and the price. Hotels 2, 4, and 6 are interesting and can be derived by a skyline query, for their distances to the beach and their prices are preferable to those of any other hotels. Note that a point with minimum value in any dimension is a skyline point-hotels 2 and 6, for example. Also, skyline is different from convex hull in that it is not necessarily convex. In this example, hotel 4 makes the skyline not convex.
In the above query, the skyline is obtained with respect to a static query point; in this case, it is the origin of both axes. Now, let us change the example to the scenario of a tourist walking about to choose a restaurant for dinner. We consider three factors in the skyline operation, namely, the distance to the restaurant, the average price of the food, and the restaurant rank. Different from the previous example, the distance now is not fixed since the tourist is a moving object. Fig. 2 shows the changes in the skyline due to the movement. In the figure, the positions of the restaurants are drawn in the X-Y plane while the table shows their prices and ranks. Lower values are preferred for all three dimensions. A tourist as the query point moves as the arrow indicates from time t 1 to t 2 . The skyline-which refers to the interesting restaurants-changes with respect to the tourist's position. Skylines at different times are indicated by different line chains. The situation becomes more complex when all data points can move, which is frequent in real-time applications like e-games and digital war systems. For instance, one player in a field fighting game wants to keep track of those enemies who are close and most dangerous in terms of multiple aspects like energy, weapon, strategy, and etc.
In this paper, we address the problem of continuous skyline query processing, where the skyline query point is a moving object and the skyline changes continuously due to the query point's movement. We solve the problem by exploiting its spatiotemporal coherence. Coherence refers to properties that change in a relevant way from one part to other parts within a scene in computer graphics [8] , which is used to build efficient incremental processing for operations such as area filling and face detection. We use spatiotemporal coherence to refer to those spatial properties that do not change abruptly between continuous temporal scenes. The positions and velocities of moving points do not change by leaps between continuous temporal scenes, which enables us to maintain the changing skyline incrementally. First, we distinguish the data points that are permanently in the skyline and use them to derive a search bound to constrain the processing of the continuous skyline query. Second, we investigate the connection between the spatial locations of data points and their dominance relationship, which provides an indication of where to find changes in the skyline and update it. Third, to efficiently support the processing of continuous skyline queries, we propose a kinetic-based data structure and the associated efficient query processing algorithm. We present concise space and time cost analysis of the proposed method. We also report on an extensive experimental study, which includes a comparison of our proposed method with an existing method adapted for the application. The results show that our proposed method is efficient in terms of storage space, and is especially suited for continuous skyline queries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on continuous skyline queries in the mobile environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the preliminaries including our problem statement and a brief review of related work. In Section 3, we present a detailed analysis of the problem. In Section 4, we propose our solution which continuously maintains the skyline for moving query points through efficient update. The experimental results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
Problem Statement
In LBS, most queries are continuous queries [28] . Unlike snapshot queries that are evaluated only once, continuous queries require continuous evaluation as the query results vary with the change of location and time. Continuous skyline query processing has to recompute the skyline when the query location and objects move. Due to the spatiotemporal coherence of the movement, the skyline changes in a smooth manner. Notwithstanding this, updating the skyline of the previous moment is more efficient than conducting a snapshot query at each moment.
For intuitive illustration, we limit the data and the moving query points to a two-dimensional (2D) space. Our statement is, however, sufficiently general for high-dimensional space too. We have a set of n data points in the format < x i ; y i ; v xi ; v yi ; p i1 ; . . . ; p ij ; . . . ; p im > ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ, where x i and y i are positional coordinate values in the space, v xi and v yi are, respectively, velocity in the X and Y dimensions while p ij 's ðj ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ are static nonspatial attributes, which will not change with time.
For a moving object, x i and y i are updated using v xi and v yi . When it is stationary, v xi and v yi are zero. We use T upleðiÞ to represent the ith data tuple in the database. Users move in the 2D plane. Each of them moves in velocity ðv qx ; v qy Þ, starting from position ðx q ; y q Þ. They pose continuous skyline queries while moving, and the queries involve both distance and all other static dimensions. Such queries are dynamic due to the change in spatial variables. In our solution, we only compute the skyline for ðx q ; y q Þ at the start time 0. Subsequently, continuously query processing is conducted for each user by updating the skyline instead of computing a new one from scratch each time. Moving points are allowed to change their velocities, which will be addressed in Section 4.2.1. Without loss of generality, we restrict our discussion to what follows the MIN skyline annotation [6] , in which smaller values of distance or attribute p ij are preferred in comparison to determine dominance between two points.
Time Parameterized Distance Function
In our problem, the distance between a moving query point and a data point is involved in the skyline operator. For a moving data point pt i starting from ðx i ; y i Þ with velocity ðv ix ; v iy Þ, and a query point starting from ðx q ; y q Þ moving with ðv qx ; v qy Þ, the Euclidean distance between them can be expressed as a function of time t: distðqðtÞ; pt i ðtÞÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi at 2 þ bt þ c p , where a, b, and c are constants determined by their starting positions and velocities:
For simplicity, we use function f i ðtÞ ¼ at 2 þ bt þ c to denote the square of the distance. When pt i is static, a, b, and c are still determined by the formulas above with v ix ¼ v iy ¼ 0. This time parameterized distance function has been used in literature to help processing queries in moving object databases [10] , [21] , [27] .
Terminologies
For two points pt 1 and pt 2 , if distðpt 1 ; qÞ distðpt 2 ; qÞ and pt 1 :p k pt 2 :p k ; 8k, and at least one < holds, i.e., 9k, such that pt 1 :p k < pt 2 :p k , we say pt 1 dominates pt 2 . We say pt 1 and pt 2 are incomparable if pt 1 does not dominate pt 2 , and pt 1 is not dominated by pt 2 . We use pt 1 0 pt 2 to represent that pt 1 dominates pt 2 , and pt 1 " pt 2 to represent that pt 1 dominates pt 2 for all static nonspatial dimensions. In kinetic data structures, a certificate is a conjunction of algebraic conditions, which guarantees the correctness of some relationship to be maintained between mobile data objects. Readers are referred to [3] for the formal and detailed description of kinetic data structures (KDS). In this paper, we use a certificate to ensure the status of a data point is valid within a period of time t. For example, a certificate of a point can guarantee it staying in the skyline for a period of time t. Beyond t, its certificate is invalid and an event will trigger a process to update the certificate, which may result in a change in the skyline.
Related Work
One area with related work concerns skyline queries. Inspired by work on contour problem [15] , maximum vectors [14] , convex hull [20] , and multiobjective optimization [25] , Borzonyi et al. [6] introduced the skyline operator into relational database context and proposed two processing algorithms: Block Nested Loop (BNL) and Divide-andConquer (D&C). D&C approach partitions the data set into several parts, processes each part in memory, and, finally, merges all partial skylines together. BNL scans the data set sequentially and compares each new point to all skyline candidates kept in memory. Chomicki et al. [7] proposed a variant of BNL by presorting the data set according to some monotone scoring function. Tan et al. [26] proposed two progressive processing algorithms. In the Bitmap approach, each data point is encoded in a bit string and skyline is computed by some efficient operations on bit matrix of all data points. In Index approach, data points are transformed into a single-dimensional space and then indexed by B þ -tree which facilitates skyline computation. Kossmann et al. [13] proposed another progressive processing algorithm Nearest Neighbor (NN) based on the depth-first nearest neighbor search [22] via R Ã -tree. Papadias and Tao [18] , [19] proposed an improved algorithm, named Branch-and-Bound Skyline (BBS), based on the best-first nearest neighbor search [9] . By accessing only nodes that contain skyline points, BBS incurs optimal node access and so far is the most efficient skyline algorithm in static settings. In a slightly different context, Balke et al. [2] addressed skyline operation over Web databases where different dimensions are stored in different data sites.
Another area with related work is that of kinetic data structures (KDS). Basch et al. [3] proposed a conceptual framework for KDS as a means to maintain continuously evolving attributes of mobile data. KDS keeps the relationship of interest between data in some specific structures, and the contents do not change unless the relationship has changed. In this way, data retrieval results based on the relationship of interest can be maintained when the data points move continuously. KDS and its underlying ideas have inspired some unique query processing techniques for moving objects database (MOD). Mokhtar et al. [16] proposed an event-driven approach to maintain the results of k-NN queries on moving objects while time elapses. All moving objects are sorted by their distance to the query point, while events are computed and stored to indicate when and how the order will change. To reduce the points sorted in the KDS, Iwerks et al. [10] proposed the Continuous Windowing (CW) k-NN algorithm, which limits search to a smaller region and accesses other points only as needed.
THE CHANGE OF SKYLINE IN MOVING CONTEXT
In this section, we analyze the change in skyline in continuous query processing. We first point out the search bound that can be used to filter out unqualified data points in determining the skyline for a moving query point. Then, we carry out an analysis of the skyline change due to the movement, which reveals some insights for the algorithms in the next section.
Search Bound
Although in our problem the skyline operator involves both dynamic and static dimensions, some data points could be always in the skyline no matter how the data points and query points move. This is because they have dominating static nonspatial values, which guarantee that no other objects can dominate them. We denote this subset of skyline points as SK ns and the whole set of skyline points as SK all . We call SK ns the static partial skyline, and SK all the complete skyline.
We call points in SK ns permanent skyline points. In this way, we distinguish those points always in the complete skyline from the rest of the data set. The benefit of this discrimination is threefold:
1. It extracts the unchanging part of a continuous skyline query result from the complete skyline SK all . This allows efforts in query processing to be concentrated on the changing part only, i.e., SK all À SK ns . We name that part SK chg , and call those points in it volatile skyline points. In continuous skyline query processing, only SK chg needs tracking for each query. In this manner, we can reduce overall processing cost. 2. The discrimination can reduce the amount of data to be sent to clients. Since SK ns is always in the final skyline result, we need to send it only once from server to client. This benefits mobile applications where clients and servers are usually connected via limited bandwidth. 3. Static partial skyline SK ns also provides an indication of the search bound for processing a continuous skyline query. Since SK ns is always contained in SK all , for any point not in SK ns to enter SK all , it must be incomparable to any item in SK ns . More specifically, it must have an advantage in distance to the query point since it is dominated in all static dimensions by at least one point in SK ns . This leads to Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. For a query point q at any time t, if sp f is the farthest point in SK ns to the query point, then any point pt not nearer to the query point than sp f is not in the complete skyline.
Proof. Obviously, pt = 2 SK ns , thus 9sp 2 SK ns s.t. 8k; sp:p k pt:p k and at least one inequality holds. From distðq; spÞ distðq; sp f Þ and distðq; sp f Þ distðq; ptÞ, we get distðq; spÞ distðq; ptÞ by transitivity. Because of its disadvantage in both spatial and nonspatial dimensions, pt is dominated by sp at time t so that it is not in the complete skyline.
t u Lemma 1 indicates a search bound for the complete skyline. This can be used to filter out unqualified points in query processing: Those farther away than all points in SK ns cannot be in the complete skyline. Refer to the example in Fig. 2 , SK ns ¼ f3; 5g. At time t 1 , SK chg ¼ f1g and restaurants 2, 4, and 6 are not in the skyline as they are farther to the query point than restaurant 5, which is the farthest permanent skyline point to the query point.
Change in the Skyline
When the query point q and data points move, their distance relationships may change. This causes the skyline to change as well. As discussed in Section 3.1, such changes only happen to SK chg , i.e., SK all À SK ns . It is also mentioned in Section 2.2 that the square of the distance from each point to the query point can be described as a function of time t. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of such functions of several points with respect to the moving query point.
Intuitively, a skyline point s i in SK chg before time t x may leave the skyline after t x . On the other hand, a nonskyline point nsp at time t x may enter the skyline and become part of SK chg after t x . For the former, after time t x , s i must be dominated by a skyline point s j in SK all . For the latter, when nsp enters the skyline after time t x , those points that used to dominate nsp before t x will stop dominating it. That moment t x is indicated by an intersection of two distance function curves. We use < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > to represent an intersection shown in Fig. 3 , where at time t x , point pt 2 is getting closer to the query than point pt 1 , opposite to the situation before t x . From the figure, we can see that such an intersection only alters pt 1 and pt 2 's presence in or absence from SK chg if it does cause change. This is because before and after the intersection, the only change of comparison is distðq; pt 1 Þ < distðq; pt 2 Þ to distðq; pt 2 Þ < distðq; pt 1 Þ. If no intersections happen, the skyline does not change at all because the inequality relationship between the distances of all points to the query point remains unchanged. Nevertheless, not every intersection necessarily causes the skyline to change. Whether an intersection < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > causes change is relevant to which set pt 1 and pt 2 belong to just before time t x , i.e., SK ns , SK chg , or SK all (neither of the former two, i.e., not in SK all ). We have following lemmas to clearly describe these possibilities.
Lemma 2. An intersection
< pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > ðdistðq; pt 1 Þ < distðq; pt 2 Þ before t x Þ has no influence on the skyline if one of the following conditions holds before t x : 
Proof.
1. This is obvious according to the definition of permanent skyline points. 2. Obviously, pt 1 does not leave the skyline.
Assuming that pt 2 leaves the skyline after t x , there must be another skyline point s dominating it, i.e., distðq; sÞ < distðq; pt 2 Þ for t > t x and 8k; s:p k pt 2 :p k . Since intersection < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > does not change the distance inequality relationship between s and pt 2 , distðq; sÞ < distðq; pt 2 Þ also holds for t < t x . Thus, s dominates pt 2 before t x , which contradicts pt 2 2 SK chg before t x . Therefore, pt 2 does not leave the skyline either and there is no influence on the skyline. 3. Since pt 1 = 2 SK all before t x , there must be at least one skyline point s 2 SK all dominating it. Because distðq; sÞ < distðq; pt 1 Þ does not change after the intersection, s still dominates pt 1 and, thus, pt 1 will not enter the skyline. Since pt 2 is a permanent skyline point, it will not leave the skyline. 4. Due to the same reasoning as in item 3, pt 1 will not enter the skyline after t x . Due to the same reasoning in item 2, pt 2 itself will not leave the skyline after t x . 5. Due to the same reasoning as in item 3, neither pt 1 nor pt 2 will enter the skyline after t x . t u Lemma 3. An intersection < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > ðdistðq; pt 1 Þ < distðq; pt 2 Þ before t x Þ may have influence on the skyline if one of the following conditions holds before t x : 2. Obviously, pt 2 will not leave the skyline after t x . But, if 8k; pt 2 :p k pt 1 :p k holds, pt 2 will dominate pt 1 and cause pt 1 to leave the skyline since distðq; pt 2 Þ < distðq; pt 1 Þ holds after t x . 3. If 8k; pt 2 :p k pt 1 :p k holds, pt 2 will dominate pt 1 and cause pt 1 to leave the skyline because distðq; pt 2 Þ < distðq; pt 1 Þ holds after t x . Due to the same reasoning as in item 2 of Lemma 2, pt 2 itself will not leave the skyline since no other points will dominate it after t x . 4. Due to the same reasoning as in item 1, pt 2 may enter the skyline after t x . t u 
Lemma 4. For an intersection
< pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > ðdistðq; pt 1 Þ < distðq; pt 2 Þ before t x Þ in which pt 1 2 SK chg and pt 2 6 2 SK all before t x , pt 1 will not be dominated by pt 2 and leave the skyline after t x , if no other intersection happens at the same time and the static nonspatial values of pt 1 and pt 2 are not the same for all dimensions.
Proof. Assuming that pt 1 will be dominated by pt 2 and leave the skyline after t x , we have pt 2 " pt 1 . Because pt 2 is not in SK all before t x , in SK all there must exist at least one pt 3 dominating pt 2 , i.e., pt 3 0 pt 2 . For simplicity of presentation, we assume that pt 3 is the only one skyline point of such kind. By transitivity, we have pt 3 " pt 1 . But, because pt 1 is in SK chg , the distance from pt 3 to the query point must be larger than that from pt 1 before t x ; otherwise, pt 3 0 pt 1 means pt 1 's absence from SK chg . Thus, for pt 2 to dominate pt 1 after t x , it must first become incomparable to pt 3 , which requires that an intersection between pt 1 and pt 3 must happen no later than t x . If the time of intersection is earlier than t x , however, pt 2 will be in SK chg before t x . Thus, that time must only be t x . Therefore, their three distance function curves must intersect at the same point, and < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > is not the only intersection at time t x . Note that pt 3 cannot be pt 1 in the above proof. Otherwise, before t x , we have pt 1 0 pt 2 . Thus, 9k such that pt 1 :p k < pt 2 :p k because their static nonspatial attribute values are not the same for all dimensions. This means pt 2 cannot dominate pt 1 even after time t x . t u Fig. 4 shows such a scenario indicated by Lemma 4, and we call such an intersection multiplex intersection. One feasible processing strategy for this situation is to only consider if pt 2 has the chance to enter SK chg . We need to check if pt 1 is the only one that used to dominate pt 2 . We ignore the possibility that pt 2 might enter the skyline and start dominating pt 1 at the same time. That possibility is indicated by other intersections at the same time, each of which is to be processed in isolation.
Accordingly, the intersection < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > in Fig. 4 will be ignored. After time t x , both pt 2 and pt 3 are in SK all , but pt 1 is not. This result can be achieved as long as the three intersections are correctly processed one by one according to our discussion above, regardless of the order in which they are processed. Now, let us look at the processing of the intersections in the order listed in the figure. First, < pt 1 ; pt 2 ; t x > does not change the skyline because pt 1 does not dominate pt 2 and, thus, pt 2 will not enter SK chg though it is getting closer to the query point than pt 1 . Second, < pt 1 ; pt 3 ; t x > will cause pt 1 to leave SK chg because pt 1 starts dominating it. Finally, < pt 3 ; pt 2 ; t x > will cause pt 2 to enter SK chg because pt 3 is the only one that used to dominate pt 2 and now it stops dominating the point as its distance to the query point becomes larger. The procedures of other processing orders are similar and thus omitted due to space constraint.
An extreme situation is that many distance function curves are involved in the same multiplex intersection. Our processing strategy can also ensure the correct change as long as each legal intersection is processed correctly in isolation. In fact, this situation is rather special and seldom happens because it requires that all the points involved to be on the same circle centered at the query point. This situation usually happens to minority data points only, and it becomes more infrequent in the moving context.
To summarize the above analysis, we only need to take into account two primitive cases in which the skyline may change. checking. For a period of time before the change in Case 1, s j must be out of the circle determined by the query point q and s i . We use Cirðq; s i Þ to denote the circle whose center is q and radius is distðq; s i Þ. In Case 2, the possible nonskyline point nsp is also out of circle Cirðq; s i Þ for a period of time before the change. Namely, the distance from each current skyline point (permanent or volatile) provides an indication of future change in the skyline.
Continuous Skyline Query Processing
We now address the issues of continuous skyline query processing. A naive way is to precompute and store all possible intersections of any pair of distance function curves, and then process each one when its time comes according to the discussion in Section 3.2. This method produces many false hits which actually do not cause skyline to change as we have shown in Table 1 .
Based on those observations, we compute and store intersections in an evolving way. We only keep those intersections with the possibility to change the skyline according to Table 1 . Specifically, first, we get the initial skyline and compute some intersections of the distance curves in terms of the current skyline points. Then, when some intersections happen and the skyline is changed, we further compute intersections in terms of the updated skyline. By looking into the near future, we ensure that the skyline query result is kept updated, and more information will be obtained later for updating the skyline further into the future.
Besides, we keep all the current skyline points sorted based on their distance to the query point. At each evolving step, we only compute those possible intersections that involve points between two adjacent skyline points s i and s iþ1 , and will happen before s i and s iþ1 stop being adjacent. Therefore, we need to keep track of any intersection between two skyline points that are adjacent to each other in sorted order. Fig. 5 shows the distance curves of the restaurant example in Fig. 2 . At time t 1 , restaurants r 1 , r 3 , and r 5 are three adjacent skyline points, and only those two dotted intersections are computed and stored for future processing. Then, at time t 1;3 , r 1 will leave the skyline as r 3 becomes to dominate it. Next, at time t 5;4 , r 4 will enter the skyline as its only dominator r 5 stops dominating it. Not all intersections are stored for processing, e.g., the intersection between r 2 and r 4 , and that between r 4 and r 1 .
Note our method is a kind of sweeping algorithm, but with two distinctive features. We have a search bound which renders the search limited in some specific regions instead of the whole data space. The case study in Section 3.2 helps identify result changes and reduce processing in the maintenance. The next section addresses the data structure and relevant algorithms in detail.
DATA STRUCTURE AND ALGORITHMS
Data Structure
We use a bidirectional linked list, named L sp , to store all current skyline points, which are sorted in ascending order of their distances to the query point. For each current skyline point s i , we keep an entry of form ðflag; tuple id; a; b; c; t v ; t skip Þ. flag is a Boolean variable indicating if s i is in SK ns . tuple id is the tuple identifier of s i which can be used to access the record. a, b, and c are coefficients of the distance function between s i and query point q, introduced in Section 2.2. t v is only available to each changing skyline point, indicating its validity time. t skip is the time when s i will exchange its position with its successor in L sp . Besides L sp , a global priority queue Q e is used to hold all events derived from certificates to represent future skyline changes, with preference being given to earlier events.
Based on the analysis in Section 3, we define three kinds of certificates used in the KDS, which are listed in Table 2 . The first column is the name of a certificate, the second is what the certificate to guarantee, and the third lists the data points involved in the certificate.
An event occurs when any certificate fails due to the distance change resulting from movement. Each event is in the form of ðtype; time; self; peerÞ, where type represents the kind of its certificate, time is a future time instance when the event will happen, and self and peer, respectively, represent skyline point and relevant data point involved in the event.
Certificate s i s j ensures for an existent volatile skyline point s i that any other skyline point s j with the potential to dominate s i (s j " s i ) keeps being farther to query point q than s i , therefore s i is not dominated by any of them and stays in the skyline. Here, self and peer, respectively, point to s i 's and s j 's entries in L sp .
Certificate nsp ij ensures for a nonskyline point nsp that all those skyline points currently dominating it keeps being closer to query point q than nsp, therefore nps is prevented from entering the skyline. When a certificate of this kind fails at time, nsp will get closer to query point q than one 
TABLE 2 Certificates
skyline point s i , but whether it will enter the skyline or not depends on whether s i is the only one that used to dominate it. This will be checked when an event of this kind is being processed. Here, self points to s i 's entry in L sp , whereas peer is the tuple identifier of data point nsp.
Certificate ord ij ensures for an existent skyline point s i that its successor s j in L sp keeps being farther to query point q than it. This s j does not have the potential to dominate s i ; otherwise, an s i s j certificate will be used instead. Here, self points to the entry of the predecessor skyline point in the pair, and peer to the successor. Certificate ord ij not only keeps the order of all skyline points in L sp , but also implies a way to simplify event computation and evolvement. For Case 1 described in Section 3.2, it also involves a position exchange in L sp , i.e., just before s j dominating s i , s j must be its successor. And, we need to determine if an exchange in L sp really results in s i s j event. In this sense, we only need to check for s i its successor to compute a possible s i s j or ord ij event. If s i does have an s i s j or ord ij event, the event's time value is exactly s i 's validity time t v . If s i has no such event, its validity time is set to infinity. An event of certificate nsp ij with self ¼ s i is supposed to have a time stamp no later than s i :t v , and those events with a later time are not considered.
Initially, L sp contains the current skyline points, and Q e contains events that will happen in the nearest future. As time elapses, every due event is dequeued and processed based on its type. While processing due events and updating the skyline accordingly, our method also creates new events for future. Thus, Q e evolves with due events being dequeued and new events being enqueued, providing information for correctly maintaining the skyline. At any time t after all due events are processed, L sp is the correct skyline with respect to the query point q's current position.
Algorithms
For a given data set, its SK ns is precomputed and stored as a system constant. Before maintaining skyline continuously, an initialization is invoked to compute the initial SK chg and the earliest events. To compute SK chg over static data set for the query point's starting position, in order to use the search bound determined by SK ns and reduce intermediate steps to access data tuples when computing events, we use the grid file to index all data points. Grid file provides a regular partition of space and at most two-disk-access feature for any single record [17] . In our solution for the static data set, we use a simple uniform 2D grid file dividing the data space into h Â v cells to index D 0 , and the data points within each cell are stored in one disk page.
For similar reasons, we use a hash-based method [24] to index moving data points in D 0 . The data space is also divided into regular cells, with each representing a bucket to hold all those moving data points within its extent. Data points can move across adjacent cells with the velocities in its tuple, which is monitored by a preprocessing layer and declared in an explicit update request to the database. An update request can also change a data point's speed. How to deal with the updates of moving data points to maintain the correct skyline will be addressed in Section 4.2.1. Except for the difference on underlying indexing schemas, the initializations for static and moving data sets share the same framework and events creation algorithm.
The initialization framework is presented in Fig. 6 . First, all permanent skyline points in SK ns are inserted into L sp according to their distance to query point q's starting position. The farthest distance is recorded in variable d bnd as the search bound. Then, starting from cell cell org where q's starting position lies, all grid cells are searched in a spiral manner so that those on an inner surrounding circle are searched before those on an outer one. Cells beyond d bnd are pruned, where mindist is computed as in [22] by regarding a cell as an MBR. Points in a cell not pruned are sequentially compared to the current skyline points in L sp , which is adjusted with deletion or insertion if necessary. After all cells are searched or pruned, algorithm createEvents is invoked for each skyline point s i from outermost to innermost, to compute all events for all skyline points except the last one s last . Finally, algorithm handleBound is called to compute a possible nsp ij event for those points farther than s last .
Algorithm handleBound is presented in Fig. 7 . It does not involve all outer nonskyline points of s last s, instead it is limited to an estimated region. This region C is the difference between the two circles determined by s last and query point q at two different times, the current time and the earliest event time t next in the future. Only those nonskyline points in C have a chance to enter the skyline before t next .
Algorithm createEvents is presented in Fig. 8 . For a given skyline point s i in L sp , the algorithm first computes the time t when s i and the next skyline point s j in L sp will exchange their position in the list, i.e., when s j will get closer to q than s i . If t is later than s j 's skip time or s i 's validity time, it is ignored. Otherwise, it means an s i s j event depending on s j 's validity time if s i 2 SK chg , or it is a simple order change event. Then, for each nonskyline point nsp between Cirðq; s i Þ and Cirðq; s j Þ, the algorithm computes the nsp ij event by looping on all skyline points in the inner of nsp. Once an nsp event is derived, the loop on all inner skyline points breaks.
During the lifespan of a continuous skyline query, the skyline result is maintained by correctly processing due events and creating new events. In each maintenance step, the due events are dequeued and processed according to their types, and new events for further future are computed and enqueued based on new positions. As in the initialization, the event of those points out of the last skyline point is computed in a special way with an estimated search region by calling algorithm handleBound. The actions to process each kind of events are described as follows: For an s i s j event, s i is removed from the skyline list L sp and new events are computed for s i 's predecessor because its successor skyline point in L sp has been changed. For an nsp ij event, the nonskyline point nsp will be checked against all those skyline points closer to the query point, to see if nsp will enter the skyline. If not, a possible new nsp event is computed an enqueued. Otherwise, nsp will be added into the skyline list L sp and relevant events will be computed for it and its predecessor. For an ord ij event, the skyline list L sp is correctly adjusted by switching s i and s j , and relevant events are computed and enqueued for them and their predecessor if it exists.
Updating the Moving Plan
A moving data point mpt i 's distance function does not change unless its moving plan changes. When this happens, the intersections of its distance function and other points' will also be changed as a consequence, which invalidates those events computed based on mpt i 's old distance function. Fig. 9 shows how a data point's velocity change causes the intersections of the function curves to change. Thus, it may cause the skyline to change in the future.
To ensure correct process with updates, we need to add for each moving object's tuple a field t upt indicating its last update time. We define an update request for any moving data point mpt i in the form updateðid; x; y; v x ; v y Þ. id is mpt i 's identifier which can be used to locate its tuple directly. x and y represent its current position. v x and v y represent its current speed. The algorithm updateMotion in Fig. 10 is used to process such updates. When an update request comes in, it is first checked if mpt i has moved to a new cell and if its speed has been changed since the last update. If x and y indicate that mpt i has moved to a different cell, we need to remove it from the old one and insert it into the new one (lines 1-5), which incurs 2 IOs. If v x and v y indicate that mpt i 's speed is not changed, the algorithm stops (lines 6-7). Otherwise, we need to update the speed record for mpt i (lines 8-10), and adjust relevant events starting from the first skyline points till the first one out of mpt i (line 17). If mpt i is a skyline point, then its events will be recomputed and the algorithm stops (lines [12] [13] [14] [15] . Otherwise, the algorithm continues to compute nsp i events for mpt i (lines [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . With the independent distribution assumption, ðjSK all j þ 1Þ=2 skyline points are expected to be accessed. To facilitate location of events involving a data point efficiently, the priority event queue is implemented using a B þ -tree, and each current skyline point s i has a list of pointers to all those events whose self is s i . It also can be seen in Fig. 9 that right at the moment t upt when an update request comes in, the skyline does not change abruptly. To keep the skyline correct, the update request is only processed after all due events are processed, i.e., updateMotionðreqÞ at time t upt executes after updateSkylineðt upt Þ completes.
Cost Analysis and Discussion
The space cost incurred by our method consists of two components: the space used to keep the skyline and that used to store events. For a d-dimensional data set with N points subject to independent distribution, the expected size of its skyline is n sky ¼ Oððln NÞ dÀ1 Þ [5] . Since there are m static dimensions involved in skyline operator in our assumption in Section 2.1, the size of skyline on static dimensions is jSK ns j ¼ Oððln NÞ mÀ1 Þ, and the size of skyline on all dimensions is jSK all j ¼ Oððln NÞ m Þ at any time. Thus, the size of the changing part is jSK chg j ¼ jSK all j À jSK ns j ¼ Oððln NÞ m À ðln NÞ mÀ1 Þ at any time. Now, we consider the worst-case number of events, i.e., failure of certificates, at any time. In our method, any s i s j event or ord ij event is determined by an underlying intersection between two adjacent skyline points' distance function curves. They are external events because they affect the skyline result we maintain [3] . Therefore, the maximum number of events of these two kinds is jSK all j max =2, since we reduce multiplex intersections into simple ones and store only one at a time. In contrast, nsp ij events are internal events because they are used to adjust internal data structure. As we at most keep one nsp ij event for a nonskyline point at any time, the worst case is that every nonskyline point is involved in such an event, which means the number of nsp ij events is not more than N À jSK all j max . By summing up all events, the total number of events in the worst case is N À jSK all j max =2. Hence, the ratio of total events to external events is 2N=jSK all j max À 1. In the worst case where jSK all j max is 1, the upper bound of this ratio is 2N À 1 which is linear with the number of all points involved. This worst-case ratio verifies that our KDS is efficient.
As we store data sets in hard disk, our method needs to do IO when accessing data points. The main IO cost is incurred by createEvents, which accesses all nonskyline points between the circles of two adjacent skyline points in L sp . This access can be regarded as a special region query over the data set indexed by grid file, asking for points between two circles with same center but different radii. The IO cost of such a query can be estimated with a simple probabilistic model. Let the data space be a 2D unit space (as we use a 2D grid file to index all data points), and the outer and inner circles have radii R i and r i , respectively, when we create events for the ith skyline in L sp . Then, the area of the query circle is S ¼ ðR i ÞP grid cells (pages), where P is the total number of grid cells. Next, we estimate R i , the distance from q to the i þ 1th skyline point in L sp . Suppose we do an incremental kNN search for q, if we have met i þ 1 permanent skyline points, then we must have met the the i þ 1th skyline point already. With the assumption of independent distribution, ði þ 1ÞN=jSK ns j points are met before the i þ 1th permanent skyline point. Then, in the 2D unit space, we have R 2 i ¼ ðði þ 1ÞN=jSK ns jÞ=N, which leads to an upper bound of R i satisfying R 2 i ¼ ði þ 1Þ=ðjSK ns jÞ. For r i , which is the distance from query point q to the ith skyline point, we use a lower bound
to approximate it. In this way, we get an upper bound of SP . Let us compare the time cost of continuous skyline query to that of snapshot skyline queries. Assume N snapshot queries are triggered within a time period ½t 1 ; t 2 , and the cost of each is C i . Then, the total and average cost of that method are P N i¼1 C i and P N i¼1 C i =N , respectively. More snapshot queries incur higher total processing cost, while each single snapshot query's cost is expected to vary little from the average cost C because of the static processing fashion. For the same time period, our method computes the initial skyline and events at time t 1 , and then updates the skyline only when some certificate fails before t 2 . Suppose the number of certificate failures during ½t 1 ; t 2 is N 0 (including the initialization), and the cost of each is C very high, while few snapshot queries deteriorate the result accuracy. To ensure a fair comparison of average costs, we set N ¼ N 0 in our experiment. In other words, we trigger snapshot queries by assuming when the skyline changes are known, which is gained from our method. The experimental study results in the next section show that our method even outperforms the privileged snapshot query method.
Our problem formulation assumes a linear movement model for both query point and data points (if they are moving), which is justified by the fact that linear movement model has so far been the most popular one in the literature of moving objects research [1] , [12] , [16] . This model itself assumes that moving objects hold their current velocities for a period of time, which is also usually considered as a system parameter in typical indexing structures such as TPR-tree [23] and B x -tree [11] . In most cases, on the other hand, a user can change the speed but seldom changes it every time stamp while still issuing a continuous query. As long as the velocity keeps for a period of time, our method pays off because it saves much computation cost in the result maintenance for future, and it always reports result changes in time, which renders our method beneficial.
Possible Extensions
It is true that users may issue continuous skyline queries with constraints in SQL WHERE clauses. Our current solution can be adapted to deal with such constraints with some modifications of the kinetic data structures (the certificate) to tender the WHERE clauses. In brief, we first apply the given constraints to SK ns so that an updated SK 0 ns is gained for further use. Then, in the use of the kinetic data structures, only those data points satisfying the specified constraints will be considered and processed. Thus, our method is still effective to support the WHERE clauses.
Our current method is focused on processing single continuous skyline query efficiently, whereas it still provides helpful indications for concurrent continuous skyline queries. jSK ns j obviously is the common part for all concurrent queries, which means computation savings can be achieved with jSK ns j. Besides, concurrent queries still can share volatile skyline points in some way. These indicate that with proper adaptations, our current method can be used to handle this more complex case.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We conducted our experiments on a desktop PC running on MS Windows XP professional. The PC has a Pentium IV 2.6GHz CPU and 1GB memory. All experiments were coded in ANSI C++. The parameters used in the experiments are listed in Table 3 . We used both static data sets and moving data sets. For the former, we explored into the effects of cardinality and nonspatial dimensionality on the performance. For the latter, we investigated the effect of points speed distribution and moving plan update.
Effect of Cardinality
In this set of experiments, we used synthetic data sets of data points with spatial attributes (x and y) and two nonspatial attributes. For each data set, all data points are distributed randomly within the spatial space domain of 10,000 Â 10,000, and their nonspatial attribute values range from 1 to 100,000 according to either independent or anticorrelated distribution. The cardinality of data sets ranges from 100K to 1M. For each set of data, we executed 100 continuous queries moving in random directions. For each query, we randomly generated a point within the data space as the starting position of the moving query point. The speed of each moving query point is also randomly determined and ranges from 10 to 30. Each query ends as soon as the query point moves out of the data space extent. The minimum, maximum, and average validity time for all these queries are 1, 475, and 149 units, respectively. The experimental results to be reported are the average values on those 100 queries.
Since the BBS algorithm is the most efficient method for computing skyline in static settings (both data set and query point are static) [18] , we adapted it for comparison in our experiments. At each time instance, the BBS algorithm is invoked to recompute the skyline in terms of the query point's new position. Besides, we extended BBS algorithm to exploit the precomputed static partial skyline points SK ns for pruning, i.e., SK ns is used in every call of the BBS algorithm to prune more unqualified tree nodes and data points. In the result reports that follows, we use "BBS-Ex" to denote this method, in contrast to the pure BBS method. It is worth noting that both BBS-based methods cannot correctly tell when the skyline changes as our method does.
The comparison was carried out on a fair basis. The same set of randomly generated queries are used by all methods on the same series of data sets. Processing costs, IO count, and CPU time, in all methods are amortized over the same number of time units when the skyline changes. For both kinds of indices, R Ã -tree and grid file, we set the data page size to 1K bytes.
Data Sets of Independent Nonspatial Attribute
Values Fig. 11a shows that as cardinality increases the logarithm of IO count of our maintenance method grows steadily, and nearly two orders of magnitude less than that of BBS. Fig. 11b shows that as cardinality increases, the CPU time cost of our maintenance solution grows steadily, in a rate much less than that of BBS. At each time instance, our maintenance solution does not need to search the whole data set again to recompute the skyline from scratch, instead it mainly involves event processing which consists of less computation of distance and comparison of attribute values than BBS-based methods, which do a totally new search via R Ã -tree. This processing behavior difference leads to the difference on processing costs. The improvement gained by BBS-Ex compared to pure BBS indicates that SK ns does help pruning, nevertheless BBS-Ex cannot tell the skyline changes either. Fig. 11c shows the effect of cardinality on event queue size at any time unit. The maximum size is gained throughout all 100 queries. It can be seen that the queue event size increases as the cardinality increases, the average queue size is much smaller compared to the maximum size, and it does not exceed 6 percent of the cardinality. Fig. 11d shows the effect of cardinality on skyline size and the number of events being processed at any time unit. It can be seen that complete skyline size roughly increases as cardinality increases, but the average number of due events at any time unit of skyline change never exceeds 4, which indicates the efficiency of our maintenance strategy.
By comparing Figs. 11c and 11d, we can see that some events are not processed before the query ends. In a real application, we can take advantage of this observation to further reduce the queue size. The lifetime of a query can be estimated in a specific scenario, e.g., in 2 hours or this afternoon, and any event whose due time later than it will be prevented from being enqueued.
Data Sets of Anticorrelated Nonspatial Attribute Values
We also carried out experiments on data sets whose two nonspatial attributes are anticorrelated. We used the method in [6] to generate such data sets. Fig. 12 shows our continuous skyline query processing still outperforms both BBS-based methods. The higher cost than that on independent data sets is attributed to the increase of skyline size of anticorrelated data sets. The anticorrelation between nonspatial attributes also makes the events number increases less unsteadily, as the dominance relationship of data points is more irregular compared to the independent data sets.
Effect of Nonspatial Dimensionality
In this set of experiments, we used data sets of 500K points with nonspatial dimensionality ranging from two to five to evaluate the effect of nonspatial dimensionality on our solution. Values on those nonspatial dimensions are of independent distribution. Other settings are the same as in Section 5.1. Data sets with anticorrelated nonspatial values incur similar performance trends, except that every single cost is higher than its counterpart on the independent data sets. Hence, we omit those figures here. Figs. 13a and 13b show the IO and CPU cost, respectively. Again, our maintenance method outperforms the BBS-based methods, and BBS-Ex is better than pure BBS. Fig. 13c shows that the event queue size decreases as the nonspatial dimensionality increases. The probability that one volatile skyline point will be dominated by others is lower when more dimensions are involved, because all dimensions are independent in our data set. This reduces the number of events. Fig. 13d shows the effect of nonspatial dimensionality on skyline size and the number of events being processed at any time unit. It can be seen that both static partial skyline and complete skyline size increases as nonspatial dimensionality increases, but the average number of due events at any time unit is still drastically smaller. This indicates that our continuous query processing method still works efficiently.
Effect of Movement Update
In this set of experiments, we used the data set of 500K data points with spatial attributes (x and y) and two static nonspatial attributes. Every point in each data set moves within the 2D extent with a speed ranging from 10 to 30. The hash mechanism is based on the same grid file used for static data sets, with each cell as a bucket containing moving data points. Periodically, a number of moving data points send in update requests. Queries are picked up in the same way as in Section 5.1.
In this set of experiments, the initial speeds of all 500K points were randomly distributed in the range of 10 to 30. We mainly explore two aspects of moving data points update: update interval length and the ratio of points requesting update. We varied the update interval length from 30 to 120 time units and update ratio from 4 percent to 10 percent. Fig. 14a shows the IO count decreases as the update interval increases, and a higher ratio of moving data update incurs more IO counts. Longer update interval reduces the amortized update cost which involves changing tuple and recomputing events, and weakens the effects of different update ratios. While higher update ratio increases update cost at every update time. The similar trend is seen for the CPU time shown in Fig. 14b .
Effect of Speed Distribution
In this set of experiments, we fixed the moving data points update interval to 60, varied the update ratio from 4 percent to 10 percent to see the effect of initial speed distributions. The Zipf factor of speed distribution varies from 0, which is a uniform distribution, to 2, which is a skewed distribution where 80 percent data points move slowly and the 20 percent move fast. Other settings are the same as in Section 5.3. Fig. 15a shows that the IO cost of the proposed method is not too sensitive to skewness on speed. In Fig. 15b , CPU time increases slowly as increases from 0 to 1.5, and then decreases when increases from 1.5 to 2. For the same , a higher ratio of mobility data set incurs a higher processing cost. The experiments show that our method performs well for the different distributions of moving speed.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of continuous skyline query processing. The method, using the kinetic data structure, is based on the analysis that exploits the spatiotemporal coherence of the problem. Our solution does not need to compute the skyline from scratch at every time instance. Instead, the possible change from one time to another is predicted and processed accordingly, thus making the skyline query result updated and available continuously. The experimental studies conducted using different data sets and parameters demonstrate that the proposed method is robust and efficient. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on skyline queries in the moving context. Zhiyong Huang received the BEng and MEng degrees in computer science and engineering, respectively, from Tsinghua University of Beijing, China, and the PhD degree in computer science from EPFL, Switzerland, in 1986, 1988, and 1997, respectively. He is currently an assistant professor with the Department of Computer Science, National University of Singapore. His research interests include visualization, computer graphics, computer vision and pattern recognition, and databases. Dr. Huang is a member of the IEEE, the ACM, and the ACM SIGGRAPH Singapore Chapter.
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